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English Society Online Magazine Proposal
As the chairperson of the School English Society, I have been asked by the society to
approach you regarding the possibility of the society establishing an online magazine,
short stories are included in the English curriculum. The purpose is to introduce short
stories to students and the proposed online magazine could become a valuable
learning tool to let the students learn more efficiently and conveniently.
To the reasons of why we organised an online magazine is that firstly, in today’s society,
science and technology is improving days by days. Everyone gets their own mobile
phone. The internet is the new media for us to communicate with the youngsters.
Online learning are more preferred by the students. You can read anywhere and learn
anytime. The airline magazine could become a valuable learning tool.
Next, our establishment of programmes are prefect to prevent others sources of
unknown origin to invade our website. We plan to employ a webmaster to develop the
site and the magazine will be supervised by an English teacher to ensure that our
website are safe for learning and short stories are updated regularly. The articles for
the magazine are planned to be written by our English teachers.
Moreover, the most important of the website, the content of the magazine. Firstly, the
online magazine will feature both classic and untemporary short stories written by
famous writers. Secondly, students can subscribe to the online magazine and search
for short stories from all collection. Also, there will be a discussion forum, students can
ask questions and share their reviews on the website and refer to the online magazine
for facts and reviews. Furthermore, we plan to invite senior form students to write
reviews for the magazine.
Last but not least, it’s believed that a short stories are more preferred and acceptable
for the students. The advantage is that it takes students a lot of time of learning by
keep looking the mobile phone to encourage students to read short stories and visit
our website. We may intend to give publicity of our website in the morning assembly
and rewarding the top three students who get the maximum browsing rate.
As a result, we are confident that students will like the online magazine. We look
forward to your support on this and hope that we can have the opportunity to come
and meet you in the next few days to discuss our plans fully.

